
TESTING INTERACTIONS

UX team members confirm that usability 
of interaction does not impact ability to 

show understanding of content.

TESTING WITH PARTNER SCHOOLS

UX team members confirm that stem interaction patterns do not impact students’ 
ability to answer assessment questions. UX team implements robust UAT of all use 

cases to confidently vet concept before handing off to assessments.

STEM INTERACTION TESTING PROCESS - 05/28/20
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PREPARING TO IMPLEMENT

Design is finalized based on UAT responses and data 
combined with UX and UI best practices. A summary of 

testing is sent out to greater team for posterity.

" primary requirements:
K-6, public school, representative 
demographics, not high-achieving students, 
must use typical devices used in school

# Requires travel to site for 2 UXR/UX team 
members and potentially 1 developer.

# Requires permission from 
local areas or businesses 
to conduct research.

# Requires rapid 
turnaround of RFP 
and LRB review.

# Requires enough advanced notice for 
Content to develop items.

" primary requirements:
5-8 subjects representing ages 5-10 
primarily, representational demographics, 
accessibility requirements
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Items move to 
Field Testing


